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Students get psyched at the

annual Bonfire-Pep

Someone needs a

A decade

Rally!

hair cut!

of

CHANGE
mecoming 1999's theme was all encompassing. 90's, a decade of change was brought to life by
Homecoming participants and, of course, our Glassboro
State-Rowan

week

University Alumni. Activities held

over the

and Students toour school spirit and pride.

bro|jght Faculty, Administration,

in o celebration of
From the Delta Sigma Theto Spice

gether

of Life Cookoff,

which staffed the celebration, to the beat of Alpha

Phi

ended the week with intensity. Homecoming week was full of activities that
were both traditional and contemporary. Of course the
•Parade, Game and Pageant all had high attendance;
however, new this year was the Residence Life Sponsored Lip Sync which a drew an immense crowd much
like the Pageant. Also popular was the Delta Chi HalAlpha's Step Show, which

;

:

!

loween

Party,

decade. Rowan University con
be seen as a prime example of change. From the activities, to the students; From the Faculty to the Administradecade has proven to be exciting for our
jtion, t
campus community on all levels.
Reflectisng

'

^^

on the

90's

Second

Place. .Everybody
.

JUMP, JUMP!

Kriss Kross'll

moke

yah JUMP, JUMP!

That's

Entertainmen
ponsored by the Residence Life Office
was the First Annual Lip Sync Contest. Some acts

were single performers while other performances were by groups; each brought cheers from
the crowd and a lot of laughs! Aside from the
Pageant, no other event has successfully
jike

prizes

ace
a

filled

the Lip Sync contest,

were given
winners.

difficult

A

to the

first,

second and

The 27 acts performed

task for the judges to select

raffle

drawing was taken and

valuable prizes were

won by audience mem-

ners.

bers.

The DJ entertained the crowd as

all

antici-

pated the next group!
verwhelming success of
Its

annual

Homecoming

jApplouse to

all

e of Residence

this

event

will

return for years to

the participants and to
Life for

anding competition!

sponsoring such

Dr. Ed Streb, Master of Cer-

emonies, keeps us

and

tertained
edge... Who

will

Homecoming

all

on

en-

the

be "the last
and Queen

King

of the Millennium?"

Homecoming King and Queen of the Millennium
A'ere afM)unced at this jam packed event. Jaime Egon and
>oany MOTitilla were crowned the honor by former Homecoming
<ing an^^ueen, Siofa Lewis and Rosanne Kerr.
Egan'^js honored to be recognized for his campus involveTient ond scholastic achievements while Montillo expressed
V_y he

:ast

\ha\, "If yc u

work hard, you con succeed and hove anything

/ou want.

The

nlfltet

was

filled

with excitement

Ttent t!t|Bie. The Junior Class, led

and a

cultural entertain-

by President Ryan North, was

between competition segments. The se crowd pleasing acts included a fashion show by
the Asian .ulturol Society, an energetic dance from 3D, a step
oresentaticin from Kappa Alpha Psi and an inspiring song sung by
'esponsiblf

the performances

for

(

Vieiinda Pickett.

were Logan Rittberg, Ed Norcia, and Scott
Queen were Nicole Battalias, Saratheresa
and K nsti McKinney An excellent job was done by all of the
estan's and congrats to the winners. Thank you for repmi^llllhe University and being such positive students.
Placing tor the King
•

-ok. Plo
,

.

6

jng

for

the

.

Sa

Senior Class President,

Terri

and spectators

Beauty

eant.

to

tine

)ants

)d Beast

Homecoming Pag-

our

first

Imoressions

Rob

ma, thanks
for

all

Kappa Sigfriends and family

Gleason, of
his

Phi

their support.

'he

Sophomore

[hele, held the

Class, led

by Jessica

annual pre-ganne psych

|Bonfire-PepRally participants

a

spirited

bunch! The very

first

proved
Pov\/der

Championship Trophy was
and enthusiincreased steadily throughout the

jFootball

jnted to Phi Sigma Sigma
j

Bonfire-Peprally
lor

mony

is

a long time

schools, including

trodi-

Rowan

Uni-

Yeors ago, a torch was run from
Ion to

Rowan

in

order to

light

[odition has since died, but
jh.

the

spirits

fire;

were

The bonds played while teams and

lizations

cheered

in

preparation for

the big game!

Fireworks

keep the

light

spirits

the sky and
high!

Jraanizations,
in

show yc^

colors!" Delta Zeto participates

contest.

hoot and

hollar for

the Prof?

Go

teams!

Dan
Tri

a diaper! Theta Chi and
Sigma place first among
in

Greeks

witii their

Rugrats play-

room.

Post-parade, alumni and undergrads

pose

for

a quick pic on

their

way

to the

game.

12

J

a

The United Latino Association vive la vido loco
and grab first among the non- greek organizational floats.

he Rowan
y

front of

in

Kean
5,000 fans with a

Profs humiliated

score of 44

-

0,

The powerful

and the
the running backs

of the offensive line

effort of

be Rowan's strongest

to

attri-

a total of five take-o-ways,
defense would not allow Kean

ith
s

nings. This

Homecoming game

the Prof's seventh straight win of
football season, The

crowd was
have

with the win, but might

the excitement of a closer,
mpetitive

game.

assumpt on
i

s eniors

@rowan.edu
(0

Kellie

Alexander

Stephanie Allen

Rafael Almanzor

Geanatto Alston

Michael Carr

Nina Carr

Sean

Carroll

Yowanda

Carstarph

Madelene

Diaz

William Dickinson

Jason Ditonno

Yvonne Doerig

Jeneen Edgar

Christina

Edwards

Shaneli

Edwards

Jori

Eggleston

Christina

Kenny

April

Kent

Sabine Kernaghan

Roseann

Kerr

Antonio Singletroy

Michael Skalski

Aaron Smith

Jamie Smith

Shannon Speicher

Jennifer Spina

Laura Sproul

Michelle StangI

Maureen Winkelspecht

'

fm.'

^

Kern Wise

Jillian

Wronko

Valerie

Wynn

Gustave Wohler

Pei-Fen

Wu

Qing Yoo

Lynn Wojcik

Jessica Wright

Wyche

Monica Wuillermin

Evette

Debra Yensel

Christopher

Young

Organizations

I
(a>rowan.edu

A

letter

from the

SGA

President, Elizabeth

Randozzese

As the Student Body President
of the 1999-2000 academic

would like to offer
congratulations to the
Class of 2000. It is truly unbelievable that four years
ago we began at Rowan College of New Jersey, and now
we ore graduating fronn the
year,

I

worm

fine institution of

Rowan

versity.

Along with

tution,

we hove

this

Uniinsti-

also seen

ourselves grow, change, and
improve in many different

areas. The incredible experiences we have gained
both inside and outside the
classroom hove provided us
con take to any profession we choose. As the first class

an amazing foundation that we
new millennium, feel honored to have worked and interacted with many of you,
Although we will each carry our own memories from Rowan, we will never forget those
memories we share which remain close to our hearts. certainly wish each graduate the
best of luck with the future and leave each of you with something to think about: "The
greatest tragedy in life is not death, rather it is what dies inside of us as we live!"
with

of the

I

I

Enthusiastically,

A

letter

from the Senior Closs President,

As the Senior Class President

Jerri

Sodler

I

my conon this memorable
achievement. As a class we
have come a long way. We enwould

like

to extend

gratulations

Rowan College and
now we are graduating from
Rowan University. This institution
has provided us many opportunities and challenges and
through
all we have prevailed. As each of us go toward

tered into

it

our different paths in life let us
not forget our cherished memories

and the common

of luck with their future

and now

it

is

link

we have to

endeavors.

Remember that

our turn to give back by

each graduating senior the best
we hove started a bond to this University

this institution.

I

wish

becoming active

alumni!

Best Wishes,

/

The Student Government Association of Rowan University

The Student Government Senate and Executive Board started
this year off v\/ith a retreat to the woods. By
day, OS a group, they
practiced

team

build-

by night
the members gathered around a camping exercises;

to tell scorey Rowan Ghost stories and
act out the perfect
SGA commercial. The
one which received
the most laughs was

fire

the spin off from the

GAP

commercial

where members

naded
coll

us with

her

Liz

sere-

"They

Rondaz-

Tony D'Angelo, founder
of

Empower

X, visifed stu-

dent leaders at Rowan
for

an SGA sponsored

conference. Here, leaders were taught lessons

on teamwork and selfempowerment. This all inclusive workshop ended
with a huge bang as all
"broke through" menby physically breaka board. All participants were enthusiastic
and enjoyed the power
tally

ing

of the presentation.

Participants search through the boards

hopes

of finding their perfect cut.

in

Special Events Director, Kristy Marquart
cliaired the Project Santo

raised $6000.00 for the

Committee wliich
Mother and Child
foundation.

With a Renaissance Theme, the Autumn Nocturne provided interesting
entertainment for the attendees.

Tore Sparta and Juan Arbeloez enjoyed themselves at ihi
Annual Autumn Nocturne, a fundraiser sponsored by thi
Foundation Boar
1

SGA Executive Board, Senior Senators, Student Representatives on the Board of
rustees and other students were invited to attend this event. The food, provided by
they do have edible food, SGA's next question: How
"hartwells proved us all wrong
io we get this to the cafeteria?
'he

.

.

.

Executive

Board

New
Image

Delta
Pi

it

4

-

Club

unamicallu/
Diverse

Dancers

^aniveltenlc/
Council &.

Spring Rho
Chi's

Christian

Fellowship

Straiglit

Alliance

Business

Association
'

98

I

a

of

Omega

Magazine

Hispanic
Business
Associatioj

Management
Association

9t^
Hotline
^

'

100
(ui)

J

^

a

Marketing
Association

eudsA/
Student

Union

Medical

Squad

Cultural

Association

Sacloiacm/

Club

Sacletu/
For the

Advancement
of

Managers

utnited/

Latino

Association
103

Relations

Student
Society of

America

Advertising

Association

Seekers

Referral

&

Orientation
Staff

amissions'

mbassadors

Theta

Phi

Phi

Alpha
Psi
^

(

>

^
>

108
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)

a

J

Epsilon

Phi

Sigma

Alpha

Delta

Epsilon
110
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Student_Life

WNS Rowan!

Photo

Poll

How much snow
fall

on Rowan

will

this

winter?
'I'm

hoping

for tons!

*The Farmer's

Almanac

pre-

dicts 16 inches!*

•What does

GQ soy?*

*Hmmm...Has
Groundhog seen

the
his

shadow?"

*Wow! Geez,
it!

128
'all

comments

I

hadn't thought about

*No se pero yo quiero
toco bell*

Snow?"
are fabricated by the

reflect tine opinions of those pictured.

new image
Thank you.

Photos compliments of the Whit

staff

NIS'

and do not

*Well, with the alteratio
the wind direction this s ^
son. It would be propei

anticipate...*

an you

find

your

way

through

this

winter wonderland?

Athletics

@rowan.edu
c

Fall_Sports
The fall season is always an exciting time on campus, because it is a nev,
semester with new challenges and FOOTBALL. The football team received indivic
ual honors after it's fifth appearance in the Stagg Bowl within a total of seve'
seasons. The record was 12-2, but we still missed the coveted Stagg Bowl title
Men and Women's cross country was successful in having a strong showing in th
NCAA championships. Field Hocl<ey finished their season with on overall record c
17-4. They placed second in the NJAC and advanced to the national quorterf
nols with an exciting 2-1 overtime victory in the second round. Women's socce
had a 17-3-2 record and made its first appearance in the NCAA Championshi
Tournament. They obtained the Rowan record for wins in a season. Men's Socce
made its 20th appearance and 10th straight in the NCAA Championship. Th
Profs finished with a 18-3 record which included a 16-game winning streol
Women's Volleyball qualified for the NJAC tournament for the fourth consecutiv
year, finishing the season with a 3-4 record in the conference.
;

Women's_Volleyball

Cross_Country

4

134

@rowan.edu

Field_Hockey

*

^

@rowan.edu

ff

Women's_Soccer

Winter_Sports
The winter season is teclnnically still underway, but our teams have already begun
to rise up and get noticed. The Men's basketball team was able to meet their
expectations set from lost year; for they are looming among the best in the NJAC
rankings. Although this season has proved to be difficult with a targeted attack
from opposition, the men remain strong in gome and mind while currently carrying
an M8-2 record overall. The Women's Basketball team has been blessed with
youth and depth on the team. They ore targeted as the "team to beat" which
stems from their final four run lost season. The Profs were considered a dangerous
force and seem to be setting the some precedent again. Their overall record
matches the Men's *18-2. Men and Women's swimming has once again shown
solid performance. In November the team was led by Coach Tony Lisa to their
300th win of his career. Indoor track has been one of the surprising sports this
The team consistently carries the Prof name and has increasingly stronger
seasons year after year, "denotes scores as of publishing deadline
winter.

@rowan.edu

:

Sprmg_Sports
The '99 spring season proved to be successful for the Prof's. Our sport's tear
all received high honors both as teams and as individual athletes. Hi
baseball team established a nev^ Rowan record for wins in a season with c
overall record of 36-8. They won their first New Jersey Athletic Conferenci
Tournament since 1979 under, the brand new head coach, John Cole whc
was honored as the NJAC and NJCBA Coach of the year. Along tU
baselines the women's softboll team tied the school record for the most wi
in a season with an overall record of 37--10. The softboll team won thi
Atlantic Regional Tournament and advanced to the national chompionshi
for the fourth time, Staying in the female gender, the women's lacrosse tea
tied a Rowan record for wins in a season as well the overall record of 13-:
The Profs appeared for their third time in the national championship tf
spring. Men and women's track and field also competed strongly. The mer'
team included two All-American's and the honor of having a Nation:
Athlete of the Year on their starter blocks. On the some track the womer'
team placed third at the NJAC Championships.
^

i

i

@rowan.edi

Women's Track &

Field

(a>

rowan.edu

The_New_lmage

@rowan.edu
c
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PROS

host the annual Thanksgiving Feast, the best deal,

all

you can eat

for $5!

Jason Daniel, honor,
integrity

and

intelligence.

ANDREW PRIETO

EWARE OF
«^TTACK FROG

Rowan
and

students hard at work

at play.
159

Facu lty,_Staff,_&_Acl m n istration
i

(S)rowan.eclu

Fred Adelson
Art

Ronald Butcher
Education Institute

Kenneth Albone
Communication Studies

Seth Bergman
Computer Science

Carl Calliari

Jose Cardona

Elem Ed

University Relations

Pat ueruiii
Beginning Teacher

Edward Chaloupka
Health & Exercise Science

Julia

Chang

Professional Whting

Induction Center

Shiefei

Chung

Marianne Cinaglia

Accounting

Sec Ed/Found

Steve Clone
Health & Exercise Science

Kevin

of

Ed

Dahm

Chemical Engineering

David Clowney
Philosophy/Religion

Joanne Damminger
Career & Academic
Planning

Joanne

Doolittle

Dr.

Donald Parish

Robert Plemming
Business

Educational Leadership

President

Kathy Ganske
Reading

William Garrabrant

Doris Gilchrist

Library

Graduate School

Alan Hart

Gary Hunter

Herman James

Law/Justice

History

Sociology

David Kapel

Lee Bruce Kress

Engineering

Sec Ed/Foundations

History

Jay Kruder
Special Education

Jooh Lee

Dennis Lehr
Student Life &

Jennifer

Kadlowec

Management/MIS

Development

Joe Lisowski
Network & Systems

Larry Litwin

PR/Advertising

Eugene Lyman
Development

Services

Brenda Marlin
Graduate School

Melvin

Moyer

Psychology

Robin

McBee

Sandy McHenry

Elem Ed/Early Childhood

Special Education

Kumiko Murashima

Gladys Muzyczek

Art

Camden Campus

George Neff
Art

Pamela Negro
Liberal Arts

Hieu Due Nguyen

& Sciences

Mathematics

Institute

w

Richard Pustizzi
Mail

Room

Robert Rawlins
Music

Sam Raffa
Student Center

Joseph Robinette
Theatre & Dance

Ravi

Ramachandran
Engineering

Rowand
& Exercise Sciences

Edith

Health

Kathy Rozanski
Alumni Relations

Marvin

Sills

Admissions

Anthony

Edith

Edward Schoen

Educational Leadership

Dean, College of Business

Burton Sisco
Dean, College of Education

Kathy Small

Sommo

Sociology

Rusch

Leslie

Health

&

Spencer

Exercise Sciences

Elem Ed/Early Childhood

Jerry Spencer

Computer Science

Jim Spencer

Development

Maria Tahamont

Donald

Stoll

College Writing

Skeffington

Thomas

Carlos Sun
Civil

Engineering

Mark Wagener
Residence

Biological Sciences

Art

Edward Wang

Dexter Whittinghill

Richard Williams

History

Mathematics

President's Office

Life

Austin Winther

Elem Ed/Early Childhood

Fu

(Joy) Xin

Special Education

Cathy Yang
Chemistry & Physics

Commencement

@rowan.eclu

Congratulations Class of 2000!
you look bock through old yearbooks published by Rowc
you con see the major changes this school has u
dergone. From the campus, to the diversified student body,
all changed. As the university has changed, so has this publicaic
From an av\/ard winning book in the sixties to a "joke" in mo
recent years, the Image yearbook needed much improvemer
With our dedicated staff, the superb direction from our publish^
and funding from your Student Government Association, we a
pleased to bring to you the New Image. Although it was a diffici
task, we hope this book encourages you to remember your yec
at Rowan University fondly. Who knows? It is possible a futu
Chief Editor, looking bock at this yearbook, will wonder what \a
were thinking! We often do! Still, we feel we successfully d^
If

students,

it

picted the

New Image

of

Rowan and

you,

its'

i

i

j

(

students.

The Image would like to thank Emmy Kachel, Frank Spitale,
Ziegler, The Whit, the SGA, Sports Information, and the enti
campus community for its' support with this publication.
personally extend to all my fellow graduates
In closing,
best of luck in the future and hope your experience at Rowc
University has been as adventurous for you as it has been for m:
[

t|-

I

Sincerely,

Saiatk&iesay%. %,hcL, Chief Editor

General Image
Melissa Coriano
Kristy

Marquart

Soany

Montilla

Mastro
Rebecca Gross
Kelly

Chief Editor: Saratheresa E. Zick
Co-Editor: Andrea L. Pujot

Staff

Janine Jones
Rachel Davis
Michelle Cassic
Heather Quirke

Jean Nevius

Amanda Zimmerman
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From. The

A/ei/i/

Imaae

Staff

i

win the 1999

World Series.

The Dallas Stars capture the
Stanley Cup with Brett Hull's

game

winning goal

overtime.

T E HN

in triple
•'^'«

The Winston Cup
"Series Champion,

Dale Earnhardt, wins
three times
in

In sports,

it

was

a year for firsts. Forty

million viewers tuned in to watch the

U.S.

Women's Soccer Team triumph over

China and Tiger

Woods win

PGA tournaments. The
Mia

Hamm

in

Dallas Stars

and

Brandi Chastain
lead the

six straight

team

became the

first

team since the 1994

a 5-4 narrow,

New

penatty-kick

York Rangers to win both the

victory over

China to win
the

President's Trophy and the Stanley Cup

Women's

World Cup.
in

the

same season.

Armstrong overcame

In

a

addition. Lance

bout with cancer

to win his first Tour de France.

Chicago Cubs'
fielder

hammered out
63 homeruns

Tiger

Woods'

PGA

Tour winning

streak

comes

to

an end when he
is beaten at the
Buick Invitational.

Quarterback Kurt Warner leads
the

Rams

to a 23-16 victory

over the Tennessee Titans

Super Bowl XXXIV.

SPORTS

in

right

Sammy Sosa
in

a big
1999.

1999.

I

S

The year 2000 was greeted with celebrations across the globe, including a fantastic fireworks display at the
Eiffel

Tower and religious ceremonies

in

Jerusalem. Looking back on 1999,

we

see a year

filled

with hope for

the future, but also a year plagued by war and natural disaster. The conflict in Serbia kept the world on the

edge of

its

seat, while earthquakes,

relief efforts. In

John

F.

Kennedy

1999-2000,
Jr.,

we

tornadoes and winter storms focused our attention on international

also said

goodbye

to

some

of the world's

most beloved

celebrities including

Walter Payton and Charles Schulz.

WEATHER

DISCOVERY

The century came to a close with an upsurge of
natural disasters. Hurricane Floyd caused $4.2 billion
worth of damage on the East Coast while snowstorms
crippled regions of the Northeast and Midwest.
earthquakes
Columbia and Taiwan.
Internationally,

killed

thousands

in

The Hubble Telescope, Earth's
orbiting eye to the heavens
beamed back pictures of new
planets and nebulas, while
kinks in the NASA Mars Polar
Lander mission delayed hopes

Turkey,

of discovering

MILLENNIU M

GOODBYE

While some stockpiled Y2K supplies and
safeguarded their computers against the
"millennium bug," others rang

in the
century with fireworks, parties and

more about

the mysterious red planet.

new

religious celebrations. While merchandise
branding the date 01.01.00 filled stores,
millennium countdown clocks were seen

everywhere from billboards to post offices,

As we said goodbye to the century, we also said
goodbye to some of the world's most beloved
celebrities. John F. Kennedy Jr. was killed in a
passed
comic
Sunday papers around

private plane crash while Charles Schulz

away on the
strip

was

night before his last "Peanuts"

to be published

in

the world. Sports legends Walter Payton, Joe

DiMaggio and

Tom

Landry also

left

us

this year.

U

Alternative

band

releases their

S

c

I

SMASHMOUTH

much

anticipated

sophomore album "Astro Lounge."

BACKSTREET BOYS
The Backstreet Boys
release their

smash

album "Millennium"
and take home the
1999 American Music
Award' for Favorite

JENNIFER LOPEZ

FAITH HILL/TIM

MCGRAW

Latina actress

The country couple both

singer Jennifer

receive nominations at

and
Lopez
debuts her pop album

the 1999 American Music

"On the 6" scoring a
dance hit mth "If You
Had My Love."

Awards. Faith Hill's album
"Breathe" debuts at #1
on the Billboard Top 200.

Pop/Rock
Band/Duo/Group.

BRITNEY SPEARS
"Boy Bands" and Latin superstars lead the 1999-2000 music scene. 'N SYNC

and Backstreet Boys keep fans screaming
moves. Ex-Menudo vocalist Ricky Martin

for their

wows

good looks and

audiences with his

first

English

own

first

album,

album, and actress/singer Jennifer Lopez scores big with her

"On the

6."

The biggest success story of the year, however,

Mouseketeer Britney Spears' meteoric

One More

rise to

fame

via her

is

These cool cowgirls continue to enjoy
album "wide Open Spaces."

TLC

former

debut LP "...Baby

Time."

the success of their breakthrough

dance

slick

returns to the hip-hop scene

with "Fan Mail," featuring the singles

"Come On Down" and "No

Scrubs."

La Vida Loca"
and "She's All Ever
Had" take Ricky's
first English album
"Livin'

I

multi-platinum.

^

Comedian Adam
Sandler tries his hand

incredible special effects
this sci-fi thriller

at parenting to

months to

trained for

impress Joey Lauren

and kung-fu

make

fighting

an instant classic. Keanu Reeves
pull off

moves

like this.

Adams. Co-stars
include Cole and Dylan

George Lucas makes history again with the

Sprouse and SNL

buddy Rob Schneider.

1999 release of "Star Wars: Episode

Phantom Menace."
line

Pierce Brosnan and

beauty Denise

"10 Things

I

first

-

The

Wars fans waited

days before the premiere

being one of the
Returning as 007,

Star

1

in

in

hopes of

to see the prequel.

Hate About You," a remake of

The Taming of the Shrew, introduces new-

Richards carry on
the

Bond legacy

in

this 19th installment

comer

who

Julia Stiles as a high school

presents

a

challenge

to

her

student
suitor

of the films.

V

Heath Ledger.

Keanu Reeves
hacker

in

stars

as a

21st century

"The Matrix." This ground-breaking

science fiction film excites audiences with
Brendan Fraser stars as a
soldier

who

curse
Egypt.

Richard Gere

and
Julia

Roberts

reunite

in this

heartwarming
love story about
a skittish

bride-to-be.

in

the Foreign Legion

computer-generated effects and superbly

helps unearth a wicked
in

turn-of- the -century

choreographed

fight scenes.

ME OF YO
In

WHO WANTS TO

E.R.

a "Party of Five" spin-off,

Love Hewitt's character,
Sara, moves from San Francisco
to New York, striking out on her
own In search of love, success
and her estranged father.
Jennifer

ullanna Margullles, winner of four

consecutive

Emmy

for her role as

nominations

head nurse,

Hathaway, enjoys the

fifth

:m

CardP

season,

with the rest of the "E.R." cast.

BE

A MILLIONAIRE
Contestants, chosen by a
selection process,
Increasing

caii-in

compete to win

amounts of money up

to $1,000,000. Regis Philbin coins

the phrase of the year with
?"
"Is

^^JO'^iJjJ^J^^^^f

STARK RAVING MAD

FRI
As the

leadoff series

"Must See TV"

on NBC's

lineup, "Friends" con-

tinues to enjoy ratings success after
six

seasons, reaching an audience of

23.5 million people each week.

Neil Patrick Harris (Doogie Howser,

Mcf^y, a
who is thrust

MD.) stars as Henry

young book editor
into the chaotic, and often hllanouf,
worid of a bestsellir^ horror writ^.

7TH HEAVEN
Featuring cast
Blel

members

Jessica

and Barry Watson, the

WB

Network's wholesome "7th Heaven"
continues to follow the trials and
tribulations of the

Camden

family.

The networks presented us with a dazzling
variety of shows,

WB

many

them teen-oriented.
the way with "Buffy the
of

Network led
Vampire Slayer," "Dawson's Creek" and
The

newcomers, "Roswell" and "Popular."
Jennifer Love Hewitt ventured out on her own,
tackling the concrete jungle of

n "Time Of Your

Life."

New

York City

Animated sitcom

"The Simpsons" remained popular while
cartoonist Matt Groening's newest series,

"Futurama," gained a wider audience.

show personality Regis Philbin
crossed over to game shows asking the
country, "Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?"

Finally, talk

Y E A R Z
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ECHNOLOGY

CD

mm'

G >^ /

MUSIC

MP3

players allow

music lovers
to create their

own CDs
Si

via

downloadable
files from

SEGA Dreamcast

the internet.

with a

the 128-bit superconsole,

56k modem, brings the
most realistic video gameplay ever
developed to consumers. Sony will be
competing with the updated Playstation
due out later this year.

internet:

built-in

US

2,

131

By the end of this mille

200 million people are
online. E-mail
a quick

becomes

and easy

alternative to
"snail mail."

i

PHONE

I
Mobile phones with features

like games,
and caller I.D.
backpacks across

text messaging, paging

are showing up in

the country, especially with

Xpress-on covers
your choice.

in

NOKIA

the color of

revolutionary

Worid News

•1078

Work

•1271

Marco

begins on the Tower of London,
Polo goes to China and

returns with riches

•1519

Ferdinand Magellan begins

to

circumnavigate the world

-I001

What On

Earth

And The Wall Came
Tumbling Down

HappenedP
In

The world spent nnuch of the past
thousand years nnaking sonne pretty

amazing

As

history.

the nnillennium

began, Druids practiced dark

rituals,

while the Byzantine Ennpire donninated
Eastern Europe. Conqueror Genghis

Khan

put the

Mongols on

the

map

in

the

200s, and the Great Wall protected
China against would-be invaders.
The Middle Ages, though plagued by
1

feudalism, heralded gallant knights
the governing ideals of the

Magna

and

Carta.

The Renaissance and The Enlightenment
both saw great achievements in art,
science and exploration, followed by
Romantic and Revolutionary periods in
France and colonial America.
As industry and capitalism grew, so
did Communism in the Soviet Union and
beyond. The World Wars and other 20th
century conflicts brought struggles for

power amid

advancements in
communications and technology.
History's movers and shakers
included Joan of Arc, the teenager who
led France to victory against England in
1429, and Martin Luther whose religious
reforms shocked the 6th century. King
Henry VIII of England kept his head
vast

1

while several of

spouses lost theirs.
Sir Winston Churchill helped England
stand courageously against Nazi
his

Germany. One recent hero is Nelson
Mandela, South Africa's first black
president and anti-apartheid activist.
Time marches on. ..and the next chapter
is

already being written.

1961, the

Berlin

Wall was erected

to

prevent residents of Communist East Berlin,

Germany, from fleeing to non-Communist
West Berlin for a better way of life. In 1989,
the East Germans opened the Wall, lifted
immigration restrictions and reunited
Germany. Tearing down the Wall symbolized
the end of the Cold War, which started when
the Soviet Union created "Iron Curtain"
countries isolated from the Western world. In
the '50s, fear of

States resulted

in

communism
the

in

the United

"Red Scare."
APAWide World

•1582

Ten days dropped from the year as Julian

calendar switches
•1855

Plastic

is

Gregorian calendar

invented, leading to credit

cards and toys
•1986

to

cereal boxes

in

Ghandi becomes

Indira

woman

first

prime

minister of India

1800

-I700

AP/Wide World

began as an evergreen decorated
in a December medieval
German play. By the 600s, trees in German homes
were trimmed with candles, fruits and cookies.

The Christmas
In A Hash. A-Bomb
Creates Nuclear Age

On

tree

with apples, symbolizing Eden
1

August 6, 1945, a U.S.

Currently, Christmas

is

a

multi-billion dollar business

plane, the Enola Gay,

with wreaths, mistletoe, stockings, movies, outdoor

dropped on atomic bomb on

decorations and cards.

Hiroshima, Japan, annihilating
the city

of

its

and nearly 130,000
Japan surren-

citizens.

dered soon

ending
Because of
Japan's attack on Pearl

World

after,

War

Crusading Towards
The Holy Land

II.

When

hlorbor, resulting in America's

participation

in

the war,

and

Muslims took con-

trol

of the Holy Land during

the

Middle Ages, Christians

the Holocaust atrocities

from Western Europe

perpetrated by Adolf Hitler's

vowed

Nazi Germany,
effects of World
live in

to

recapture the

the destructive

area. Nine major Crusades

War

were organized with

II

would

kings, nobles, peasants,

infamy.

and even
part.

children taking

None was

successful.

Holy wars hove continued
to rage in such places as
the Middle East, including
the Six-Day
Israel

War between

and Egypt

in

1967.

The Royal Flush
Super Stock

Where would
and bathroom

the Ty-D-Bowl
libraries

Man

be without

the flush toilet? After septic tanks

and modern sewage systems were
improved, civilizations significantly

reduced the

risks of

severe

and epidemics
^which were so common
illnesses

during the Middle Ages.
Concerns prompted public
health improvements, including

garbage collection

and

disposal,

water treatment

and food
processing.

With the world population now topping 6 billion
and increasing at an annual rate of .6%, more
people are living now than have ever died. The
population is rising because of high birth rates
coupled with much lower death rates as a result
1

of better living conditions.

•1300

Fitted clothes

replace loosely

and

flowing cloaks

Fads i Fashion

Patent for zipper issued

•1891

The Answer, My Friend,
is Floating In The Ball
"Outlook Good." "Yes

Definitely,

the '60s, important decisions

made by

turning over the

tunics

^^^^m__

in

were

Magic 8

Ball

or putting fingers on the Ouija board.

Holy Dionne Warwick! Perhaps these

were even more

reliable than the

Psychic Friends Network. Through the

ages, fortune

tellers

and

the supernatu-

have fascinated seekers of the
unknown. Was all this stuff for real, oh
Magic 8 Ball? "Don't Bet on It."
ral

The Craze That Wouldn't
Lenuce Alone
The threat of war may have
loomed in Lebanon, but the real
fighting broke out in toy stores
between frenzied parents who
found Cabbage Patch Kids in short

With the correct hip action, the
bright round plastic Hoola-Hoop
could rotate for hours.

Wham-O

When

in 1958,
keep Hoops
stocked and sales topped $ 00

introduced

it

supply before Christmas

stores couldn't

No

'80s.

in

the

sooner had consumers

1

million.

Who

recovered from

could forget Yo-Yos,

Super Soakers,

Slinkys,

they

Pogo

Tickle

Sticks, Clackers, Wiffle Balls, Silly
Putty,

Frisbees

end

all

were

Me

hit

this

invasion

Elmo, Beanie Babies

and Furby manias.

those other

Dolly,

preoccupying pastimes?

can you say "Buy, Buy?"

The miniskirt caused a sensation in Swinging '60s
London and beyond. The mini series led to the

She's Got The Skinny

ultra-short micromini, ankle-length maxiskirt,

On The Mini

calf-length midiskirt, hot pants

look ever

Reuters

risen
"<

Super Slock

when

Power Rangers,

with

*

\

Super Stock

skirts

shown

in

and

virtually

every

music videos. Hemlines have

—

and fallen throughout history from hoop
and gowns to '20s flapper dresses.

Super Stock

Eyewire

APWide

World

Yellow and green boxes of eight

•1903

Crayola crayons appear
•1921

Chanel No. 5 perfume introduced

•1974

Polyester leisure suits
lizards of

make lounge
men everywhere

1600 1700 1800
Stare And Stare Alike

r
That's Pretty
Fad-tastic!
The 3-D

thrill

love at

first

Magic

Eye,

Leaders. Followers. The millennium
caught every generation a bit off-guard,

Viewmoster was
Then along came

of the

sight.

had the lingo and the
down. When Elizabethan life got
ruffled around the collar, everyone
copied. Then poof! Powdered wigs,
some several feet high, got nobles
but folks quickly

random dot stereograms

that revealed

3-D images hidden

holograms

colorful graphics with

practically

jumped

become a

virtual reality.

out. Life

look

in

that

had

noticed

in

wooden

Washington's time?
beat having none at all!
As the years passed, women wore

As The Rubik Turns
More

way

than

to the

puzzle

in

200

million

By George,

people twisted

3-D solution of the Rubik's

the '80s.

Some

tried

the cube's configuration while
the

their

Cube

memorizing
it

was

in

still

package. Preoccupation with puzzles

dates back to the

first

jigsaw puzzles

18th century. The world

crosswords,

is still

in

the

trying to solve

word searches, "Where's

Waldo?" and

the 17th century, hlow about

teeth in

other brain-busting challenges.

the bustle
hlustle.

dog

and disco freaks did

The '50s poodle

just

Navy

as much fur-vor

Crockett coonskin caps
in

the

bred '70s

knew
over Davy
in

and

collars

Who

mutts.

with raccoon coots

skirts

dog

tags, '80s spiked

'90s Old

be

it

there'd

the '50s as

the '20s?

While some slipped on shining
armor, carefree flapper dresses and
Calvin Klein jeans, others followed

maneuvered
Pac-Man into the arcade hall
of fame. Suddenly everyone
cared for Pet Rocks, squeezed
into phone booths, pounced
on Pog, pierced body ports
and chose CB radio handles.

different fads. Joysticks

Will there be as
next millennium?

knows

for sure.

V_

many "must haves"
Only the Magic 8

Stained glass becomes popular

•1150

in

church windows

Fine Arts

•1482

Sandro

•1600

Kabuki theater begins

paints The Birth of

Botticelli

in

Venus

Japan

Ui.l ...... m.

HI

*

Arts Imitate Life
Nearly every

its

culture

defining events through art
architecture.

authors

and

and

and

Great painters, musicians,

Movement

sculptors vividly captured

19th century promoted Impressionist

the ennotions of their day. Early
built

Michelangelo busily sculpted his
marble marvel David. Novelists such as
Jane Austen characterized the Romantic

civilization during the

millenniunn expressed

Romans

coliseums and staged comedies.

of the

1

8th century while the

painter Monet, socially-conscious authors

including Charles Dickens

and

the

Mark Twain.

Byzantine mosaics and icons reflected

riverside adventures of

Eastern Christian beliefs while Chinese

Ballet legend Nijinsky leaped on the
20th century arts scene. Picasso broke
with tradition to pioneer Cubism and Dali

produced deft landscapes.
The Middle Ages fostered the rise
of Gothic cathedrals, poet Chaucer's
"Canterbury Tales" and finely woven

painters

tapestries.

In

Dadaism, Mamaism and Norman
Rockwellism. Opera was a trill a minute
with stars including Beverly Sills and

the Renaissance,

William Shakespeare

volume

turned dreams into surreality. Don't forget

pumped up a

Luciano Pavarotti.

of still-popular plays.

Stephen King and Ann Rice chilled with

Hemingway

horror novels, while Ernest

and John Steinbeck proved more
down-to-earth. Broadway was Neil
Simon-ized, then "Lion King"-ized.

When
his

of

1

9th century French sculptor Auguste Rodin created

bronze work, The

Thinlcer,

anatomy and movement

to

he used

his

knowledge

capture intensely

human

emotions as great Renaissance and Baroque sculptors

Deep Thought

Number 2.714

Michelangelo and Bernini had done before him. Many
20th century sculptors crafted more experimental works,
such as Marc Chagall's mobiles and Marcel Duchamp's
creations from discarded materials.

On
Canuas Camera

Smile. You're

Renaissance master Leonardo da Vinci's
1

503

silk

portrait of

merchant,

Mono

was

Lisa, the

wife of a

extraordinary with

dramatic dark/light contrasts and
mysterious smile.

A

its

ultra-

face immortalized

in

one happened to
know such artists as Rembrandt, Van
Gogh, Toulouse-Lautrec or Wyeth. Many
history

was a

cinch

if

painters, however, opted for religious

scenes,
Super Stock

still

lifes

and landscapes.

AP/Wide World
AP/Wide World

Scream
•1845

Edgar Allan Poe writes short
The Raven

•1916

Norman Rockwell illustrates the first of
his 300 Saturday Evening Post covers

story,

I:

The Terror

JlOJl -I800
MfiirieMaiieiiNow?

Sixty-year-old Willie

way

out there

in

Loman spent

his

life

the blue, riding a smile

Call

and a shoeshine, a salesman
extraordinaire. Arthur Miller's

sufferers.

"Death of a Salesman," became one of
it

influenced the 20th century Expressionist

questioned the American dream and
failure.

During the

20th century, audiences have witnessed
other gripping

the face that launched a thousand

t-shirts and manic-depressive
Norwegian Edvord Munch's
1893 painting. The Scream, was an
anguished cry of isolation and fear that

drama,

the most riveting plays ever staged as

explored the depths of

it

album covers,

dramas such as "A

us of our

Van Gogh and

Edgar Allan Poe were among other

Raisin

desperate
the Sun"

in

artists

After
T.

Andrew

Lloyd

Webber

and authors

of the time.

and "The Glass Menagerie."

Souper Imposed

Clawing Its Way
To The Top

up

own

movement and reminded
stressed-out lives. Vincent

picked

Old Possum's Book of
an airport, he grabbed

S. Eliot's

Practical Cats at

the theater world

by the

toil

as creator of

"Cats," history's longest-running musical.

The 20th century
villian

singing

set the

stage for vaude-

and comedy

acts,

as well

some of the greatest musicals to hit
Broadway: "Showboat," "Porgy and

as

Bess," "Phantom of the
Dolly!"

Opera," "Hello,

and "The

Sometimes You Feel
Like A Nutcracker

Lion King."

In

1

892, Russian composer Peter

Andy Warhol

Tchaikovsky turned the The Nutcracker
for the art

into a beloved holiday ballet with his
remarkable suite. Twentieth century dance
gained popularity as composers wrote

much "Mmm'

Mmm! Good!

his silkscreen print,

"32 Campbell's Soup Cons," was exhibited
in

1962. From

there, the white-haired artist

musicals that were imaginatively choreo-

commented on popular consumer

graphed, including George Gershwin's
"An American in Paris." Music and

coining the term "Pop Art." His other cre-

dance partnered dramatically with the
Tango followed by the carefree
Charleston, Fred Astaire and Ginger

Monroe and Elizabeth Taylor.
Warhol helped other pop artists including

ations involved striking

Roy

Rogers' ballroom elegance, the Jitterbug,
the Twist

and

culture,

images of mass-media

icons Marilyn

—

Lichtenstein

their

and Leroy Neiman, enjoy

15 minutes of fame.

Disco.

A. Heathcliffe
B.

Pip

C. Natty

J

did

world when

The past thousand years have seen more
books written than Steven King could author
in his wildest dreams (and he's had some
pretty wild dreams). Try to match some of
literature's most colorful characters with the
books they made famous.

Bumppo

D. Kunta Kinte
E.

Ophelia

F.

Jo March

1.

Roots

2.

Little

Women

Wuthering Heights
4. Robinson Crusoe
5. Hamlet
6. Great Expectations
3.

Tom Sav^er

G. Holden Caulfield

7.

H. Friday

8.

The Last of the Mohicans

9.

Catcher

I.

Becky Thatcher

in the

Rye

—
Bartolommeo

•1726

Christofori builds the

first

practical piano

Guiseppi Verdi composes opera, Aida

•1871

^^^^^^^H^H ^^^^

Barbershop quartet singing reaches harmonious

•1910

proportions

m
From Motown To
Moonwalker

Crank Up the

The Gloved One's 1982

Volume

containing such

"Thriller,"
hits

OS "Beat

It,"

the best-selling

Music of the millennium started on
a somber note with the Gregorian
chants of monks and ended on samba,
"La Bamba" and "Living La Vida

was Detroit's
Motown label, which
there

signed Michael and his

Jackson 5 brothers when
he was still learning his

roamed the
poems and tunes in
the Middle Ages. Lutes and flutes
added richness to the Renaissance,
while chamber music was Handeled
Loco." French troubadours

Baroque period.
Beethoven, Mozart and Tchaikovsky
crowned the classical music of the
18th and 19th centuries. Strauss then
waltzed in to share the spotlight and
Sousa marched over to greatness. The
birth of the Blues and Jazz
brought Billie Holiday and
Duke Ellington, followed by
Big Bands and the easy
going Swing era.
With a twist and
shout. Rock & Roll
in

"ABCs." With the toast of
'60s soul The Supremes,
The Temptations, The

—

Miracles, Stevie

from

in

Presley,

Chuck

Elvis

KISS and
Aerosmith.

Motown.

betta than
Super Stock

It

Came From Deep

Inside The Jukebox
Put another nickel in"

beckoned
first

the jukebox, the

electrically amplified

automatic phonograph.

From the
the

1

1

930s

960s,

it

to

held

memories of
teenage years

and breakup
tears.

Berry, Jimi Hendrix,

Wonder

music couldn't get mo'

the

cruised

in

Covered

chrome,

the jukebox

"We

magically

Are the World"

queued up

provided musical

special 45.

relief

ever.

Before the rhinestones,

countryside with

well

became

album

and Farm

The

that

transistor

Aid helped heal the

radios, 8-tracks,

heartland. Patsy

CD

Cline

and

Willie

Nelson added that
country twang,
Sinatra

made

couldn't carry

the

folks listened

happily ever

that followed just

tune quite as

songs so smooth,

and

jukeboxes

and discmans

after.

well.

a

45 rpm record

•1949

The

•1958

Alvin asks for a

first

released by

is

RCA
Just Sighted

Hoola-Hoop in the Christmas
gimmick single "The Chipmunk Song"

•1985

Live

Aid concert

raises

money

In Aisle

14

for Ethiopian

famine victims

1600 iTon lann
The

OriginiilPiiffln'

Louis

Daddy

away

Armstrong blew

the

competition with his virtuosity on

and

jazz cornet

trumpet.

Orleans-born Satchmo
puffed

like

played)

became one

hlis

of the greatest

Betcha dollars

of the 20th century

with recordings like
Blues."

cheeks

when he

a satchel

azz musicians

New

(his

"West End

donuts that

Elvis

and voice that thrilled
Ed Sullivan Show and the
big screen. He burned up the charts
with hits like "Hound Dog" and
"Jailhouse Rock." He also popularized
his swivel hips

wordless "scat" singing

fans on The

influenced other jazz greats such as
Ella Fitzgerald.

to jelly

Presley will always be the King, with

Dixieland Jazz,

Boogie-Woogie, Beebop, Cool Jazz
and Electronic Jazz have carried on

Las

the tradition.

Vegas casinos with

spawned

Elvis

shows,

his

impersonators and

sparked kitschy trends

Gracetand's

like

jungle prints, shag carpeting, flashy

jumpsuits and long sideburns.
Thankyuhverymuch.

Don't Cry For Her,

She's Madonna

Who

was

burst

on the scene

this

in

her

"Like a Virgin" video?
set off

a

who

sexy singer

wannabe

1984

Madonna

frenzy.

Changing her look and

style like

a chameleon, she proved no

The Woodstock Music and Art
Upstate

New

Festival,

one-shot wonder, continuing to

an

wow

York be-in that hosted music's

grooviest stars from August 15-17, 1969,

audiences with her music,

dancing, acting, tours and

was

business sense. She also paved

be the largest rock concert ever. An
unexpected 500,000 fans, from hippies to
anti-war protesters, braved traffic jams to
witness this far-out trip guided by legends
to

the

way

for other exciting

female

rock acts including Janet Jackson,

En Vogue and Alanis Morisette.

and
Not bad for a single day's ticket
price of $8. Woodstock later inspired such
mega-concerts as Lollapalooza and Lilith Fair.
including Jimi Hendrix, Jefferson Airplane

Janis Joplin.

Hear Today Gone Tomorrow
With the invention of the music box, everyone could carry
a tune. For the record, it seemed like there was always
a new and noteworthy way to moke the music play.

Super Stock

How'd

four lads from Liverpool

turn the

music world on

Once

Wont

"I

Hand" and a
hits

for

to

its

ear?

Hold Your

string of Beatles'

reached #1, teens screamed
more. John, Paul, George

and Ringo rushed into the studio
end, armed with great melodies,
created some of the most
amazing songs of the 960s,
1

from "Yesterday"

to

"Eleanor

Rigby." Yeah! Yeah! Yeah!

Music boxes (1796)
Less than $5
Hard rubber records (1897)
$1-$1.50
10<t-25C
Sheet music (1910)
Vinyl disc (1931)
$1.50-$2.50
LP record (1948)
$1.98-$3.98
Reel-to-reel tape

(1950)

Stereo records (1958)
8-track (1960)

$2.98-$3.98
$3-$7

$4-$6
$2-$3
$12.99-$21.99
$10-$15

Cassette tape (1963)

CD

(1982)

DAT (1987)

MP3

(1997) Digital music becomes downloadable

.

off the Internet

Health/ntness

•1284

Eyeglasses invented

•1285

Toothbrush developed

•1678

Existence of bacteria

China

in

discovered

is

APAWide World
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Does A Body Good

Consumers have become more
concerned about keeping
healthy, germ-free

and

well-groomed from head
Despite numerous medical milestones,
curing diseases such as

AIDS and

cancer eludes the population.

In

were

rarely taken, but today
showers and baths ore taken
daily in order to keep clean

the

'80s, Ryan White, a hemophiliac,

and

contracted HIV through blood
transfusions
virus

is

and

later died.

civilizations

The AIDS

hove

battled.

Bubonic Plague

killed

the 14th century

and

40

by

the Typhoid

Fever outbreak of the early

claimed countless

lives

1

Today

and
mouthwash are used daily.
Vitamins and natural herbs
are popular and medical
advancements keep folks

The
million

healthy.

toothpaste, deodorants

epidemic

the latest

to toe.

During the Middle Ages, baths

900s

functioning better.

as well.

Vaccines nov/ prevent such diseases
as smallpox, but any mutations could

pose a threat again.

Double Gheese-Hold Tbe Diet!

AP/Wide World

Super Stock

Numb And Number
Prior to the use of anesthesia during

and barbers

operations, early surgeons

veins to drain "bad" blood, or sucked
with leeches to cure patients. Boiling

sometimes poured on wounds

cut

it

out

was

oil

to sterilize

them. Before nitrous oxide and ether were
introduced as anesthetics

the

in

1

operations weren't performed at
conditions
to

800s, most
Surgical

all.

were unsanitary, causing

infections

spread rapidly.
V/orkers on the run were sold sandwiches

The Fact of

Life

f

the Middle Ages, the

average
Europe was
about 30 years; today it is more
In

life

expectancy

than

70

for both

Improved
~

in

men and women.

nutrition, sanitation,

cmd disease
some oFiKe main

disease prevention

rease.

M

^

Latin

Amerfcd

"

United States
Australia

Asia

"

F

71

79

73
"

fries

and vending machines

64

the

Attack proved unstoppable. KFC, Arby's

73

Global Aveffage

61

64

Former Soviet Union 65

been burgers,

ever since. McDonald's put fast food on

Eurppe

51

the

in

81

54
74
79

Africa

wagons

870s. America's fast food frenzy hit the
road with the diner in the '40s and it's
1

64
fe74-*^
62

from horse-drawn lunch

map

in

and Toco

'he '50s,

Bell

and

its

Big

Mac

have even sprung up

school cafeterias, airports, grocery

convenience stores. Would you
Babies with that?

in

and

like

Beanie

•1762

The

Earl of

sliced

•1796

•1967

Sandwich

invents the best thing since

bread

Edward Jenner
Dr. Christian

gives the

first

vaccine against smallpox

Barnard performs the

first

human

heart transplant

HOP IgQO
See Bener!
Be Slimmer!

Live Longer!

r
Health Yourself
The nnysteries of nnedicine, better health
and longer living were revealed as the millenniunn
unfolded. Diseases prevalent

early

in

tinnes

v/ere

conquered through improved medicine, sanitation,
immunization and eating habits, although other

smoking and

factors such as high cholesterol,

With the average
people

life

expectancy

will try liposuction

tucks, facelifts

rising,

and tummy

and collagen

RK and LASIK
procedures make contact lenses and
glasses obsolete for many, and hearing
aids are almost invisible

and other

new

transplants give

hope, as do today's

medicines compared
to the

quack

of the

cure<ills

800s.

1

ease, cancer and obesity. The Food and Drug

injections to

stay younger looking.

Heart, lung

junk foods brought on such foes as heart dis-

Curling Irons

Administration
to

kill

In

now

ensures proper processing

and preserve foods longer.
800s, Austrian monk Gregor Mendel

bacteria
the

1

formulated the basic rules of heredity that led

and better understanding of human
makeup. Florence Nightingale brought reforms
to nursing in the 19th century including more
sanitary conditions and scientific care for the
sick. Instead of the guesswork so common
in the Middle Ages, doctors now work to
control, cure and prevent illness. Medical
specialties were created, producing

to genetics,

such authorities as pediatrician Dr.
Bodybuilding became a

pumping
ex-97

iron passion after

weakling Charles
promoted his
"Dynamic Tension"

Benjamin Spock
about babies.
Exercise

lb.

Atlas

i.^

and Jane Fondas
and personal
trainers zeroed in on

tracks

in

century.

In

the '80s

and

I

targeted areas. Take

I

a deep breath and say

'90s, Arnold

hello to

Schwarzenegger

in

the

gym

they could burn fat
fit.

medications
so

to feel

calmer, wrinkle

and

creams, alternative

were replaced by sports
drinks, creatine and protein
bars to fuel

stress

happy/energetic/

Harmful steroids

performance.

yoga,

reduction therapy,

wannabes bench
pressed and lifted

get

became almost an

sprouted,

the early 20th

weights

all

obsession as gyms, jogging

muscle-producing
exercises

who knew

medicines,
Either

^
J

HjB.^

just

name

people are

it.

living

becoming
more high maintenance.

better or just

nansportation

•1100

Traveling carriage

•1509

First vessel

•1825

First successful
in

first built

of the British

Navy

constructed

steam railroad operates

England

lOOl

Coming And Going Attractions
^

was slow and hard
beginning
of the millennium but
during the
somebody had to do it. In the Middle Ages,
horses got saddled with pulling
Getting around

wagons

transporting

passengers

in

the

1

putt-putted

later

400s made

After Robert Fulton invented the
British inventor

Trevithick helped

modern

era. Suddenly automobiles
along and sprouted everything
from running boards to fins. Airplanes
soared, subways roared and spaceships
explored. The risks of progress have also
been great, such as the loss of pilot Amelia
Earhart and her plane on an around-theworld flight in 1937, the Space Shuttle
Challenger explosion in 1 986 and numerous airplane crashes.
Tomorrow's transportation could include

the

voyages and overseas trade possible.
Canals and paved roads hastened
travel in the 1700s and the first major
U.S. Highway, the National Road,
created road rage in the mid-1 800s.
steamboat,

and hauling

travel

became more economical.
and gasolinepowered engines drove transportation into

goods and

of vessels

quickened as

Electric trains, streetcars

for long distances. Viking ships

found rough sailing to Greenland and
America, but compasses and better

W construction

Life

freight

human

Richard

develop the locomotive.

travel.

and faster-than-light
been pretty good so far,

teleportation

The

ride's

but inevitably

some

still

ask, "Are

we

there yet?"

Gas Transit
Once

steam-pov/ered engines invaded

]

8th century

Europe, a steam car, or horseless carriage, seemed

a natural. The gasoline engine and pneumatic

made automobiles practical. Henry
908 assembly line mass production of his
Model T made owning a car affordable. This led to
tire,

however,

Ford's

1

the growth of suburbs, superhighways, motels, roadtrips, traffic

jams, malls and, of course, fuzzy dice.

Jesse's Just Going
•1937

Hindenburg airship explodes

1^

"IBS?

Ford introduces the

ill-fated

IS

.1983

Dr

first

Sally Ride

is

the

orbit the earth in

Space

II
In

the

1

Ma

Through A Stage,

Edse

American

woman

to

Shuttle Challenger

I

860s, the Central Pacific

Railroad laid track eastward from

You'd be brave and dirty

Sacramento, California and the Union

the

Pocific Railroad laid track

westward

Omaha, Nebraska. The
Transcontinental Railroad was finished m
869 when both railroads met in
from

1

Promontory, Utah. Coast-to-coast freight

and passenger

lines

dramatically

increased settlements and trade. Today's
light rail and ultra-fast bullet
move commuters like crazy and
make good action movie sequences.

subways,
trains

if

you traveled

bumpy horse-drawn wagons

in

that exist-

ed before stagecoaches arrived in 1670.
Stagecoach lines carried passengers and
mail along routes

in

defied hard seats

and bandits such as

the West. Passengers

came in covered
wagons along with their freight, forming
wagon trains that sometimes traveled only

Jesse James. Settlers

one mile per hour. Folks with
speed rode horseback.

the

need

for

,

Let's All Funnel

AP/Wide World

Through The Chunnel

Da Plane! Da Plane!

flying

Leonardo da Vinci dreamed of
machines with wings, but it took

centuries to get the concept off the

ground. The Montgolfier brothers were
full

of hot air

when

their

balloon

ascended in 1783. Orville and Wilbur
Wright had the right stuff and flew the
first successful airplane in 1903.
Charles Lindbergh and Amelia Earhart
flew far and solo, and Chuck Yeager
broke the sound barrier. Today,

Sure beats getting seasick

airplanes carry millions of business,

pleasure and military passengers. But
airline

food

still

swimming

in

a

bumpy

1994, the
chunnel made the world smaller by linking the
continent of Europe and the United Kingdom
hovercraft or

hasn't improved much.

it.

in

via railway tunnel underneath the

choppy

English Channel. The high-speed Eurostar
train

We There Yet?

Are

can transport

in just

riders from

London

to Paris

three hours. Will the future bring travel

under the great oceans? Across the universe?

Or back
With the many modes of passenger transportation
that have evolved, there are ever-faster ways to reach
a given destination, especially for those with friends

time? Oops... that

in

happening.

It's

Volkswagen

last

one's already

called the re-introduction of the

Beetle.

I
I

f

in

high places.

So what's
to

On
On
By

the best

New York
foot,

to travel

60

40

.

m.p.h.

m.p.h. average

the

power

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

200 m.p.h
airplane, 500-600 m.p.h.

Bullet Train,

Jet

In

from Los Angeles

6 m.p.h

horseback,
car,

way

City (2,824 miles) nonstop?

.

1

2 days
1

day

.

4-5 hours
2-3 hours

.

9-10 min.

.

Concorde jet at ,000 m.p.h.
Space Rocket (18,000 m.p.h.)

.

Star Trek transporter

(just

1

9 days

3 days

stand

stili

Cold War, the

scientific

and Soviet
Union rested on advances in
space. After Sputnik I probed
space in 1957, chimps, dogs
and finally men rocketed into the
sky. Astronaut John Glenn took
Friendship 7 for some spins
around Earth in 1962. By 1969,
Americans were picking up moon
of the U.S.

rocks. Since then, shuttles launch

and space

stations orbit.

•1882

•1919

Sports

We

tinne

Dame

football

"One

for the

Gipper"

rarely allowed time-outs for recreation.
for the

1600s, when the

English played Rounders, a baseball

predecessor, and Scotland

saw

early rounds

800s many people led the
sportin' life, including James Naismith who
invented basketball, and the
students of Canada's McGill

of golf. By the

1

,

]

University

who

hockey

first

scored with the

rules.

Native American athlete Jim
Thorpe won fame in early 20th
century Olympic track and

field,

as well as football and base-

Babe Didrickson,

ball.

his

female counterpart, excelled
golf as well as track

and

in

field.

As baseball became a
pastime and football a passion.

Babe

and Hank Aaron

Ruth

belted pitches "outta here,"

Jackie Robinson broke color
barriers,

footballs

Joe Namath threw
and John Elway busted

Broncos loose

Today

in

the Super Bowl.

sports revolves

around

such stars as heavy-hitter Ken
Griffey,

Jr.,

golf sensation Tiger

Woods and hoops

immortal

Michael Jordan. Amateur and
school sports are also serious
stuff.

Millions are on the fast

track with

NASCAR

on the edge

and

in

for

auto racing,
extreme sports

the ropes for wrestling.

horse

to

win

team wins

Champs

For Sale

lunged

soccer were played during the 10th century,

Thank goodness

first

Notre

forward. While forms of gannes resembling

life

becomes

Crown

Game

Get

Sports gained popularity as

^

Sir Barton

the Triple

•1928

r

Judo begins chopping up Japan

what
king

really mokes an athlete like home
Mark McGwire a hero? Getting on

General

Mills'

run

Wheaties cereal box, of

course. There's nothing flaky about the

morning mania created since 1924 by
"The Breakfast of Champions." Sports merchandising

—from corporate-sponsored Bowl
—seems the

games

to

hottest

game

endorsement deals
in

town.

like

•1972

U.S.

Swimmer Mark

gold medals
•1994

Pele

named

in

Brazil's Minister of Sports after

dominating soccer

-I600

Spitz wins record seven

Olympic Games

for

more than 20 years

-lann

-i-ynn

That King Could
Sting in Ttie Ring
Before modern boxing

700s, the sport was

was

introduced

in

The Russians hadn't lost an Olympic
hockey game since 1 968, but they
were iced over by the 1980 U.S.
hockey team's "Miracle On Ice"
victory at Lake Placid
which led to
an eventual gold medal. Since the
modern Olympic Games began in

the

no rest
periods or gloves allowed. Jack Dempsey,
Joe Louis and Rocky Marciano emerge
victorious in the 1900s. But no fighter jabbed
1

m
^^^^^

*

brutal, with

—

and jested like Muhammad Ali. Quick, agile
and boastful, "The Greatest" even wrote
poems describing how he would defeat
opponents,

896, heroes such as track star Jesse
Owens, figure skater Tara Lipinski,
platform diver Greg Louganis and the
1996 women's gymnastics team have
1

made heavyweight concommunity and human rights.

hie also

tributions to the

inspired sports fans everywhere.

Four Scores And
Seven Yards Ago
The Green Bay Packers sent the Kansas City Chiefs packing 35-10 at the
first Super Bowl in January,
967. Today, it is America's most popular
annual televised event with hype and million-dollar commercials galore.
Not only are college and high school football championships also big,
but the teams are just as good as the pros at the coin toss.
1
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Served With Love
the 1100s, the French originated tennis, calling

In

"jeu

de paume "(gome

of the palm).

Today

it

it

holds

and leisure sport. Star
Don Budge, Helen Wills
Moody, Arthur Ashe and 973 "Battle of the Sexes"
rivals Billie Jean King and Bobby Riggs. Recent top
seeds such as Pete Sampras and Martina Navratilova
court as a major spectator
servers have included

1

have

settled for

Wimbledon and

Baseball, bowling

and other
America got a

sports didn't just

kick out of the U.S.

Women's soccer team, which won
the 1999 World Cup by defeating

appear out
blue. Here's

some game

China. Their victory proved that

men can

anything

can do

just

do,

law

as well. Big milestone:

access

Title IX,

to

giving girls equal

school sports

a

of the
roster of

origins.

women

President Richard Nixon signed
into

familiar

like football.

Baseball:

Cooperstown,

NY

1

839.

Abner Doubleday based his new sport on
bat-and-ball games such as "one old cat."
He adopted the diamond-shaped field for
his game and assigned playing positions.

anything but love by dominating
other championships.

Bowling: Germany, third century.
Every

German peasant

called

a kegel

carried a club

for protection. In church,

faith was tested by setting up the kegel as
a target (representing the heathen) and
rolling a stone to try to knock it down.
Those who succeeded were considered

free of sin.

Fencing:

Italy,

Fencing began
practice of

men

1

in

6th century.

ancient times as the

swordsmanship

for duels

and warfare.

to

prepare

1=

r
It

Was

All

•1894

Record of a Sneeze

is

•1927

Wings wins

Academy Award

•1933

First

•1940

Fantasia introduces stereo sound to movies

the

first

An Act

Thomas Edison

Seen

invented the commercial

motion picture machine, the Kinetoscope,

in

1893, projection machines greatly enlarged a
film's image. This led to one of the 20th cenmost popular forms of entertainment, the
movie. Sunny hlollywood beckoned such film

tury's

directors as

D.W.

Griffith,

who

revolutionized film

editing with The Birth of a Nation

made

Silent films

quiet stars of

in

1915.

comedian

handsome Douglas Fairbanks
Rudolph Valentino and Jean Harlow.

Charlie Chaplin,
Sr.,

1930s, audiences heard voices
when "talkies" caught on after The Jazz
Singer's premier in 1927. Screwball
comedies including It Happened One Night
In

thrust

the

such stars as Clark Gable and

Claudette Colbert into the limelight. Alfred

Hitchcock

made classic thrillers, and
was a chiller. Casablanca drama

Frankenstein

war and Dr. Strangelove spoofed
Marilyn Monroe and Audrey
screen, and Charlton Heston
biblical proportions. John W(
the day, and James Bond was never
tized

shaken or
cruised the

stirred.

Vegas

The Rat
strip an

Brat Pack cruised the halls

The Breakfast Club.
Blockbusters have ruled
recent movies. Sylvester

Stallone

punched up Rocky

Harrison Ford

dodged

madmen and

meteors

Star

in

Wars and Raiders of

the Lost Ark.

Armageddon and

Titanic

astounded audiences
with their mega-dollar

budgets.

Tom Hanks,

Julio

Roberts and Will Smith beca

24-screen multiplexes.

it.

first

film to receive

drive -in movie theater opens

Weopons
After

the

in

in

a copyrigfit

for Best Picture

New Jersey

3-D

flying past!

Spaceships

zooming above! Bwana Devil wowed
tinted glasses-wearing crowds as the 3-D
movie phenomenon burst from the screen
in 1952. But high cost and poor quality

made 3-D

fall flat.

Disney's Captain Eo

gloriously revived 3-D

in

the '80s

and

became an audience-grabber at Epcot
Center. Now seven-story IMAX theaters,
IMAX 3-D technology and simulator rides
truly

immerse viewers

in

movies.

3

•1955

James Dean

•1966

Sound of Music wins

'1982

Steven Spielberg phones

•1991

Titanic

stars in

Rebel Without a Cause

five

Academy Awards
home

with the introduction of

breaks records earning more than $1.1

billion

E.T.

worldwide

Gone To
"Oh

Dee Dee," mused
O'Hara (Vivien Leigh)
over the men and misfortunes

The Movies

Fiddle

Scarlett

Doin' The Curly Shuffle

she encountered as the strongwilled

and

resourceful mistress

of Tara Plantation

in

1939's
Often

Gone With The Wind.

mode,

called the greatest film

GW7W told

woman who
the Civil War

of a

could deal with

but not with losing the love of
Rhett Butler (Clark Gable),

Other unforgettable romances:
The Way We Were, Breakfast
at Tiffany's and Shakespeare
In

"Soitenly" audiences loved

comedy teams

such as The Three Stooges

in

the '30s

Love.

and

'40s. Those n'yuk n'yuk n'yukleheads

make 'em

pulled punches to

lough. Laurel

and Hardy got into fine messes, while
Abbott and Costello turned their antics
the monstrous classic,

Abbott

&

Here. Wizard Wizard

into

Costello

oh, those ruby

A

slippers!

brilliant

Meet Frankenstein. Groucho, Chico and
Harpo Marx were top bananas in zany
romps including Monkey Business and
opened the trap door for crazies such as
Martin and Lewis, Crosby and Hope, Steve

technicolor blast brought Kansas'

Martin and Eddie Murphy.

re-releases

Dorothy over the rainbow and

into

audiences' hearts as The Wizard of

Oz

premiered

in

1939.

One

best-loved movies because of

and annual

of the
its

television

broadcasts, the film boasted wicked
witches, munchkins, a cowardly lion

i

Camera, Attraction!

Lights,

and the magical Judy Garland. The
Wizard of Oz inspired an African
American musical and movie. The

1

Some movie

pairings are so memorable, they
have become legendary. Here are a few of
Hollywood's most famous film couples:
•

of the Year

-

1

942)

Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor
(Cleopatra

-

1

and Roger Rabbit

Jessica Rabbit

•

(Who Framed Roger^Rabbit?
988F
Meg Ryan and Tom Hanks (Sleepless in
-

1

993, Joe Versus the Volcano
and Vbu've Got Mail - 1 999)
Seattle

-

1

Julia Roberts

and

Wdman - 990 and
Runaway Bride - 999)
Humphrey Bogart and
1

1

Ingrid

Ber^an

(Casablanca

-

1

bet his high-tech

space fantasy. Star Wars,
would be a major force in
movie history. Sure enough,

Wars trilogy and Star
Wars Episode The Phantom
Menace were "Jar-Jarring"
the Star

-

1

990

I:

successes. The special effects

Richard Gere (Pretty

•

George Lucas

Box Office Force

963)

•

•

Super Stock

Katharine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy

{Woman
•

Wiz. And who could forget that
dogged '70s rock band, Toto?

942)

i

were out of this world, as
Hollywood cranked up the
thrill

factor past Earthquake

and Jaws

to Jurassic Park,

Armageddon and
Independence Day.

•1944

NBC

•1948

Milton Berle's Texaco Star Theatre catures

92%

h

presents

U.S. network newscast

of viewing audience

Canned

^1949

first

debuts,

laughter, a.k.a. laugh tracks,

making so-so jokes seem funnier

1900
Leave

To

It

Her What
She's Just Won!

Jay. Tell

The Family

Super Stock

He was

the all-American boy.

lAP/Wlde World

Theodore

"Beaver" Cleaver, freckled, curious and
a handful, loved getting dirty and hated
unlike big brother Wolly. Leave

girls,

It

which summed up the '50s
suburban family, also included vacuuming-in-heels-and-pearls mom, June and
understanding dad. Ward. Father
Knov/s Best, Ozzie and Harriet and The
To Beaver,

Donna Reed Show

also vied for the

title

of "most likely to solve everything with

and cookies."

milk

Scheme Me

You bet your life it was big money: The $64,000
Question paid off for the networks as it and other
'50s quiz shows lured viewers with cash and

When was
some shows were rigged, the fun and
games were in jeopardy. Among all-time winning
swell prizes for smart contestants.

Up, Scotty

it

revealed

Klingons

my!

and Vulcans and

Battling

23rd century

Tribbles,

aliens

and

score, Mr. Spock, Captain Kirk
rest of the Enterprising

shows: What's

crew of Star

My Line?,

Make A Deal and Wheel

The Price

Is

Right, Let's

of Fortune.

the
Trek

fiction

Growing Up

had gone before: becoming immor-

Street-wise

boldly
series

oh

by the

went where no science

talized in movies, spin-offs, Trekkie con-

ventions

and

Other '60s

collector plates.

and

close encounters with space, time

the

supernatural included The Twilight Zone,
Lost In

My Favorite Martian.

Space and

Une Giant Leap
^^HtP''

,

'-,-V:-

gF^^g;

'

Www^

^.

-'

".^

K
-

July 20,

1969

9'"6cl to their

>^•^Sr^v.:^

On

^

^

the moon and Apollo I3's Neil
Armstrong took one giant leap onto the
lunar surface. Americans witnessed the
lift-off

r
i'**^^>.^^|^

worldwide sat
TVs as the Eagle landed on
millions

and

manned space
the horrific 1986

return of other

on TV, including
Challenger space shuttle

flights

disaster.

Learning the alphabet was yummier with
Cookie Monster and naming numbers was
not so scary with The Count. Big Bird and his

Sesame
Ernie,

little

buddy"

•

"You rang?" • "Here come de judge"

"Sorry about that. Chief" • "Won't
Live long

and prosper"

skits

and songs. Howdy

Doody, Captain Kangaroo, Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood and Barney also packed
of kid power. Is it time for Teletubbies^

•

lines

on

TV.

Can you name

came? (Answers on

"Say the

secret

the

last

shows
page)

word and win $100"

"Honey, I'm home" • "Shut up, meathead"

my neighbor?" • "To the Moon, Alice" • "Cowabunga,
Newman" • "You're traveling through another dimension"

you be

• "Hello,

•

friends, Oscar,

have captivated children since 1967

Folks said the darndest things

• "This tape will self-destruct in five seconds"

Muppet

with letter-perfect

from which these famous
"Hey,

Street

Grover, Kermit The Frog as well as Bert and

lots

Turn-On

•1972

The Fonz soys "Ayyyy!" on Happy Days

•1980

Oil-slick

•1984

To introduce Macintosh computers, Apple runs
"

1S60

show

•1989

/

is first

bad boy

J.R.

to air

only once

Ewing

is

shot Do//os-style

its

i

984" commercial only once-during the Super Bowl

-ie7iLjiafip

uaaiL

From The Network That
Brought You Insane Pets II
"Be the

Would

first

on the block

to

own

a

set!"

go as bonkers over television in
the late 1940s as they had over radio in the
'30s? As sure as Gunsmoke and The Colgate
Comedy Hour, they did. Day and night, TV
folks

entertained, reported news, televised sports

and created

bright stars. Variety hosts such as

Ed Sullivan shared the television waves with
westerns, talent shows and sitcoms, including

The Honeymooners.

The Beverly Hillbillies struck a ratings
gusher in the '60s, and Gilligan's Island,

and Gomer Pyle just kept the jokes
Batman zapped, Mission Impossible
infiltrated and Bewitched
Laugh-In

conning.

twitched to greatness.

Walter Cronkite

for

and Johnny Carson
late-night talk.

It

was

news
for

Those '70s shows such as Jhe Brady
M*A*S*H, Fantasy Island and
All In The Family appealed to young
and old viewers. Real People nnade life
entertaining, while 60 Minutes took a
harder look at the news. Roots popularized the nnini-series. Cheers and Cosby
caused '80s laughs and soap operas
including General Hospital cleaned up.
In the '90s, tabloid TV delved
deeply, The Simpsons kept batting
Homers, cable TV became a turn-on, and
ER and Seinfeld were must-see. What in
Oprah's name is next?
Bunch,

National

•1513

Ponce de Leon begins exploring Florida

•1620

Pilgrims land at Plymouth Rock

•1773

Boston Tea Party staged to protest

•1866

"In

God We

Trust"

added

to U.S.

British taxes

currency

III

Fate of the Union
From the wilderness came a nation
ready to fight for freedom and survive
all odds. Native Americans had lived in
the continent long before European
explorers and colonists arrived

in

century. Thirteen British colonies

and

the Revolutionary

War

the

1

6th

formed,

erupted

when

and Paul
Revere warned of the oncoming British
invasion. Independence and the United
States of America were both declared
in 1776.
The new nation weathered heat from
France and Mexico, but acquired new
England tightened

territory

control,

such as the Louisiana Purchase.

was discovered
849, America heard the roar of the
Civil War, Reconstruction and Native

After gold in California
in

1

American warriors such as Geronimo.
Industry growth fueled prosperity

was a well-known

Betsy Ross
seamstress.

In

1

776,

the

Philadelphia

young widow

was approached by George
Washington's Continental Congress
committee

to

flag per their

sew

the

first official

13 stars/13

stripes

design. With the speed of Paul
Revere, she finished
July 4th
to

it

off

accompaniment

The Declaration of

Independence, which
laid the foundation
for the United

States of

America.

as a

U.S

until

World War and the beginning of the
Great Depression. Two heroines, Rosie
the Riveter and First Lady Eleanor
Roosevelt, emerged during World War
Peace efforts chilled as the Cold War,
Korean War and McCarthyism isolated
the U.S. from Communist nations.
Life prospered in the suburbs and
I

II.

man

rocketed into space, while

civil

rights struggles ignited. President
F.

Kennedy was

struck

countless soldiers

in

John

down, as were

Vietnam. Then

President Richard Nixon struck out

Watergate political scandal.
The Gulf War, pollution and tragedies
such as the Oklahoma City bombing
after the

hit

hard

in

recent decades. Yet

Americans still rally around
the Stars and Stripes.

•1916

Income tax implemented

•1964

The Tonkin Gulf resolution authorizes U.S.
troops to take military action in Vietnam
O.J. Simpson

•1994

trial

Deal-ing with
Super Slock

Depression

begins

1600 1700 1800
A Divided Nation
President

Abraham

Lincoln called

Divided." The United States
split

between the North

was

it

"A House

unofficially

(the Union),

which

sought to abolish slavery and modernize

America, and the South

(the

Confederacy),

which favored preserving slavery and an
agrarian lifestyle. From 1861 to 1865, the
bloody Civil War raged until General Robert
E. Lee's Confederate army surrendered to
General Ulysses S. Grant's Union force.

was abolished and
became one nation again.
Slavery

920s roared

The

1

until

October 29,

with prosperity
1

929, Black

New

York

Stock Exchange crashed

and

millions of shares of stock

were

Tuesday,

when

the

suddenly dumped, plunging

many

into poverty. Franklin D. Roosevelt

the United States

defeated President Herbert

Hoover

in

1932

the

election.

Roosevelt worked to end the
"I

will

by

not be judged

skin, but
ter,"

said Dr. Martin Luther King

advance

civil rights

vived inflation, recession, tax cuts,

and somehow, lunchroom food.

charac-

their

Washington, D.C., protesters

in

Jr.

to

1963.

When

approach helped

for all races.

Jesse Jackson,

Was

it

Grander

On The Verandah

Other

warriors for racial equality include
anti-segregationist

New

Deal. Since then, America has sur-

the color of their

by the content of

His non-violent

Great Depression with the

What Dream
May Come

Have a Dream that my children will
one day live in a nation where they

It

was a

simpler time called

Rosa Parks, and

"The

who pushed

porch, or stoop,

for

African-American economic power.

Good Old

Days." The front

was

the nightly

gathering place for several

generations of family and

Evening breezes and

friends.
Super Slock

The Uoice That Launched
The Vote For Women

conversation

filled

the air while a

passing parade of buggies and

neighbors moved past.

was

the

coming

Maybe

of television,

indoor air conditioning or the
faster

pace

of suburban

communities that caused the
porch

front

She Carries a Torch
In

1

869, Susan

the National

B.

disappear.

Freedom

for

Anthony helped found

Women's

5,000,000

"Give me your tired, your poor,
your huddled masses yearning to be

Suffrage

Association to seek equal rights for

women. Her efforts led to passage of the
9th Amendment in 920, giving women
the right to vote. Other women's rights
1

to

4,000,000

free,"
3,000,000

beckons the Statue of

A gift to

Liberty.

the United States from

1

leaders furthered the cause, including

Gloria Steinem and Betty Friedan. Role

models such as astronaut Sally Ride and

Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor opened still more doors.

France

2.000,000

1

.000,000

in

1

884, she has welcomed
American

millions of immigrants to

PI

n

n

J

J J

shores with her towering presence
in

New York

Harbor. Though they

many

hail

from

call

only one country home.

nations, they

now

it

Communications
1
We're

All

1

f

Ears

Super Stock

In

Depression-era America, radio

was

not only a necessity but a

reassuring source of comfort. Turning
the dial brought cheery hit songs,

soap operas, comedies, news

of the

world and President Franklin
D. Roosevelt's encouraging fireside

chats to the nation.
nation later

Though

the

became obsessed

with

television, radio kept

up

beat with rock music,

talk radio,

its

cool

rap and other listening pleasures.

In

the late

Freedom

1

800s, some newspapers took

of the Press too

far.

To gain

new

some of America's leading
newspapers began sensationalizing
readership,

accounts of Spanish oppression

provoke America's entry

Revenge Of The

American War. After
measures

name

is

is

a good thing

Bill

if

since a punch card machine tabulated the 1890 census. In the 1970s, a
fit

heighten credibility, though
still

exists.

On

the

flip

gained popularity in the 1970s by exposing government
corruption, such as Watergate, as well as
improper business practices.

and accura-

chip. Things got

outbreak of

side, investigative reporting

cy of information processing, ever

computer's entire workings

to

tabloid-style reporting

your

Gates. Computers

revolutionized the speed

to

Spanish-

"yellow journalism," news media took great

CyberNerds
Going geek

this

Cuba

in

into the

on a

PC when

Storming The NetworH

Microsoft created software programs,

making Gates a "bill"-ionaire. The
Internet logged on in the '90s with

waves

of

Web

sites, interactive

games, chat rooms and all-important
e-mail. Pretty incredible.com,

eh?

Wired

Television ('30s)

Smokey

Food (1600s)

Grub

Relax ('90s)

Lousy

Any

big cheese or fl^oby^aick

knows
its

that every generatiorfnas

own

thang

speak. Match fHe^sldng

V

'i'

-

'

meaning,

the

No

Top dog

bunk

('90s;

War

sooner had the Persian Gulf

erupted

in

1991 than Ted

News Network, CNN,
stop. Broadcasts

Turner's

covered

it

Cable
non-

had never been so

Disbelief ('20s)

immediate. The Big Three networks were

Boob Tube

Bad (1700s]

also shocked by the popularity of such

Kick

Excited ('90s)

other cable offerings as

HBO, ESPN and

State trooper ('70s)

A&E

dishes

s

It

Reet

Home

skillet

Excellent ('30s)

as well as

satellite

and pay-

per-view. Television viewers, however,

loved

all

the remote possibilities.

Chinese sew pages

•1160

to

make

stitched

•1300

Chinese invent abacus and count

•1455

Gutenberg publishes Bible with

books
•I960

Xerox corporation patents
revolutionary copying process

•1974

The

•1985

Cellular

their blessings

his

newly

first

People magazine

is

published

invented press

phones

first

invade cars

Hand-held camera patent issued

•1888

.iTnwriiii

Get The Message
Ring

Ma

AlreadyP

Bell

come here,"
Alexander Graham Bell

"Mr. Watson,
said

telephone he developed

become one

in

1

into the

876.

It's

of today's most valuable

communication devices,

linking

people

throughout the world at lightning speed.

From the telephone's humble beginnings
have emerged high-speed fiber optic
networks, fax machines, cellular phones,

computer modems and videophones.
There's

some connection

here.

People spoke, wrote letters and sent messengers before this millennium but communi-

was usually local and slow. Most
Middle Ages books were religious because
church leaders were among the few who
could read. Monks copied books by hand
and town criers were heard since they
announced news. Printed books of the
Renaissance allowed the masses to read the
Bible and other works. By the 1600s,
newspapers enabled inquiring minds to read
ship schedules. Benjamin Franklin helped
cation

establish regular postal service

and

the

in

the

Pony Express ran mail

country

in

the

1

1

700s

cross-

800s.

While steamships and locomotives sped the spread of news, it
wasn't until Samuel Morse
invented the telegraph
the

in

1840s that coded
messages were
transmitted rapidly.

Cameras,
writer,

the type-

telephone,

phonograph and
motion pictures put

communications on an
even faster track.

Advances came in short
and long waves when
Guglielmo Marconi invented
radio. Television

was

perfected,

and tape recorders came into
play. Since the 1960s, communication satellites relayed TV, radio and
other signals across the planet.

Computers and modems instantly
processed data, and the Internet linked
k

mI

M

the world. Broadcast journalists, such

as 20/20's Barbara Walters, fueled
the rise of information junkies. Fiber
optics,

VCRs,

CD-ROMs and HDTV

not only furthered technology but
adults lots of expensive

new

toys.

gave

Where were YouP
On the last day of the millennium was_
I

On the first day of the millennium was_
I

so

That was so

This

Last Century!

This Century!

What to leave in the 20th century

What to

is

bring into the 21

st

century

CLOTHES

MUSIC
TELEVISION

ACTOR
ACTRESS

SLANG
DANCES
ELECTRONICS

GAMES
FOOD
Back in the

LAST

MiUennium...
Places

went

I

i

I

Things that are fun now:

Now

used to think:

5

Millennium

People want to meet:

used to do for fun:

Book/Cha-;

NEW
I

I

I

the

Places want to go:

People knew:

Stuff

.n

I

think:

nswers: A-3, B-6, C-8, D-1, E-5, F-2, G-9, H-4, 1-7
• The Addams Family • Laugh In • You
Bet Your Life • Mission Impossible • I Love Lucy
Fioge^s' Neighborhood • The Honeymooners • The Simpsons • Star Trek • Seinfeld • The Twilight Zone

Ans'^ers: GHIigan's Island
'

:\

0

6,

E-5, F-1, G-3, H-9, 1-4

•

All in the

